


Caught in a violent thunderstorm off the coast of Brittany,  
the Spanish trading vessel Dolores is nearly engulfed in the chasm 
for a second time. Confused and exhausted, the crew regains hope 
as they catch the faint glimmer of a “lighthouse” deep in the night. 
Unfortunately for them, it’s a trap! A display of lights was prepared  

on the rocky coastline, luring the ship to her destruction.

Seeking to make a fortune, you are one of the wreckers  
who orchestrated this job.

 The Dolores – named in honor of the spouse of a rich shipowner from 
Cádiz – finally crashes against the reefs. The first crates begin hitting 

the beach, carried by the waves out of the gaping hull breach.  
But sharing the plunder with your accomplices is no easy task.  
Time is limited, and the militia will surely be alerted by dawn!

To minimize pointless in-fighting, all cargo is divided according 
to the Wrecker’s Code. Open the crates and begin the negotiations…

Contents

•  70 Goods Cards of 7 different types: 
weapons, wines, jewels, laces, tableware, musical instruments, and ingots,

Each type of goods is packaged in 10 crates: 
seven 1- point crates, two 2-point crates; one 3-point crate

•   10 Message Cards (depicting a message in a bottle),  
including 1 Dawn Card. (see pages 14-15).
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Set up    

1 - Prepare the draw deck: 

• Put aside the Dawn Card.
•  Discard 4 random Message Cards. (They won’t be used this game.)
•  Shuffle all the Goods Cards facedown with the 5 remaining message cards.
•  Remove 15 cards from the deck, shuffle them with the Dawn Card, and place 

them back on the bottom of the draw deck.

The draw deck now consists of 70 Good Cards and 6 Message Cards (including 
the Dawn Card placed among the last 16 cards of the deck).

2 -  Hand out starting cards to each player (according to the number  
of players):

• 2 players: 4 cards  
• 3 players: 3 cards 
• 4 players: 2 cards

These cards are immediately placed faceup in each player’s personal area. Goods of 
the same type are vertically arranged in stacks, also called sets. (The card values 
must remain visible.)

The Message Cards are also kept faceup in front of you. 

These cards are each player’s starting loot.

Divvy Up the Loot

The game consists of a series of sharing contests. 

Each sharing contest always involves two players: the dealer and the player to his 
left.

The person who most recently swallowed water by accident while swimming is the 
first dealer.

The dealer draws the top four cards from the deck and lays them faceup in the 
sharing area: the first two cards are placed in front of the player to his left, the other 
two cards are placed in front of himself.

These four cards make up the loot, which both players will negotiate.

First dealer



When both players are ready, they count to 3 simultaneously  
(or they may chant “Do-Lo-Res”). 

Each player extends one hand in one of the following shapes:

The outcome of the sharing contest depends on both player’s choices: 

If both players choose Peace, then each player  
takes the 2 cards in his side of the sharing area.

If a player chooses Fight while the other chooses Peace,  
he takes all 4 cards.

If both players choose Fight, all 4 cards are discarded.

If a player chooses First Pick while the other chooses Peace, he immediately takes 
1 of the 4 cards. Then, the other player takes the 1 or 2 remaining cards on his side 

of the sharing area.

If a player chooses First Pick while the other chooses Fight, he immediately takes 1 
of the 4 cards. Then, the other player takes the 3 remaining cards.

If both players choose First Pick, then all 4 cards are discarded from the sharing 
area. Then, both players must simultaneously point to one type of goods  

they personally own and discard it entirely.

  • Peace (open hand) • Fight (closed fist) • First Pick (raised thumb)



 Both players may discuss their intentions and come to any agreement, 
however nobody is bound to hold their word! 

Whether to cleverly close a deal, to provoke an opponent to make  
a wrong move, or to meddle in other players’ turn:  

Talking is a wrecker favorite weapon! 

•  Each player adds the cards they just took to the corresponding set in their 
personal area.

•  The player to the dealer’s left becomes the new dealer.  
He draws cards to begin a new sharing contest.

Example in a three-player game:

Players A and B have finished their first sharing contest. 

Player B, who is sitting to the left of the first dealer A, becomes the new dealer.

He deals 4 cards to start a sharing contest with player C, sitting to his left.

Then, player C will become the dealer and start a sharing contest with A, etc.

A

B
C



Example:

A player with  
• 2 wines,
• 2 laces,
•  4 musical instruments  

de musique,
• 5 ingots,
• 6 tableware,
scores 2 + 2 + 6 = 10 points.

(If he had one extra ingot, he would have scored  2 + 2 + 6 + 6 = 16 points.)

Example

A player with:
• 3 jewels, 
• 3 weapons,
• 3 laces,
scores ( 3 + 3 +3 ) x 2 = 18 points.

The player with the highest score is the winner. 
In case of a tie, the players share the victory.

Message Cards (see description pages 14-15)

Each Message Card represents a parchment depicting a special event 
that can be triggered during the game (see page 14-15). 

During a sharing contest, Message Cards are treated the same way as Goods Cards.

If you take a Message Card, place it in your personal area. 

You may play it anytime during the rest of the game, even during a contest between 
two other players! Message Cards are discarded after use.

Note: For a simplified game, it is absolutely possible to play with the Dawn Card being 
the only Message Card in the deck.

End of Game

When the Dawn Card is drawn, the game ends immediately. The sharing contest  
in progress is not played.

Each player counts their points:
•  Add up the total value of the Goods Cards of each set.
•  Add up the sets with the highest total and the lowest total.  

All other goods are not worth any points.
•  If multiple sets of goods are tied for the highest or lowest total, then count 

them all.
•   If all your sets of goods have the same total value, then double your score! 

They count in effect as both the highest and lowest.

Important: Players add up the values of the cards in each set, 
not the number of cards.
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During the sharing contest, extend 2 hands  
simultaneously instead of 1. Choose the one you prefer  
after seeing your opponent’s hand.

 When drawn, the game ends immediately even if the Convoy, 
New Wave or Broken Lantern cards are played. 

Note: the Dawn Card is always shuffled in  
among the bottom 15 cards of the deck.

Play this card after 2 players have extended 
their hands. The players’ choices are cancelled, 

and the sharing contest is played again with the same cards.

Take 1 Goods Card from another player and add it to your 
personal area.
Note: This card must be used immediately, even if it is handed out 
during initial game setup.

Play this card during a sharing contest opposing 2 other players. 
You bet on their choices by extending 2 hands simultaneously 
as they reveal their choices. If you correctly guess both of the 
players’ choices, you may take 1 or more cards from the loot. 
Then, the players take the remaining cards according to what 
they have played.

Note: During a 2-player game, this card is not used. It counts as 1 of the 4 Message Cards 
removed during setup.

Message Cards Draw 2 extra cards and add them to the current sharing contest.  
Each player now has 3 cards in front of them.

Discard the cards of the current sharing contest   
and draw 4 new cards to replace them.   

Note: If the Convoy card was played,  
only draw 4 new cards. 

During the next sharing contest, the cards are dealt facedown. 
The player who used the Broken Lantern must look at the cards 
and then chooses to share some information, not say anything, 
or even lie!

When the Dawn Card is revealed, you may play this card if you 
wish to extend the game. If so, the Dawn Card has no effect, 

and the game continues until there are not enough cards to start 
a sharing contest. The Dawn Card has no value for the player 

who takes it.

Rearrange the cards of the sharing contest as you please, keeping 
the same number of cards in front of each player.

Two-Hand 
Trick

Foiled 

Theft Wager

Dawn

New Wave

Convoy

Whirlpool

Lookout

Broken 
Lantern



Sharing Contest Resolution Summary

Blue takes both cards on her side; 
Red takes both cards on his side.

Blue takes 1 of the cards, 
then Red takes the 3 remaining cards.

All 4 cards are discarded.  
Then, Blue and Red must both discard 

one set of goods.

Red takes all 4 cards.

All 4 cards are discarded. 

Blue takes 1 of the 4 cards, 
then Red takes the 1 or 2 

remaining cards on his side.


